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Abstract : In cognitive radio adhoc networks, licensed users are known as primary users and unlicensed
users are secondary users. The unlicensed users need to access the spectrum of licensed users with negligible
interference to primary and other secondary users. Hence proper power transmission control is important to
ensure interference free transmission. Location awareness is also helpful for concurrent transmission and
reception region where secondary and primary users can coexists. In this research paper we examined spectrum
sharing state without spectrum sensing of fixed and mobile cognitive radio adhoc networks. In proposed
algorithm of power control the cognitive radio adhoc networks achieves quality of communication with
maximum throughput of power without causing interference to primary and other secondary users. The results
obtained shows that the planned algorithm can provide energy efficient transmission and increased packet
delivery ratio without compromising their required quality of service.
Keywords - Adhoc networks, Cognitive radio, Primary user, Power control, Secondary user.
I.

INTRODUCTION

In present days the wireless communication uses licensed spectrum policy. Such licensed spectrum
policy results inefficient spectrum utilization [10]. For proper utilization of spectrum cognitive radio technique
can be used. The spectrum allocated users are primary users and the same spectrum used by other/unlicensed
users is known as secondary users [11][12]. The secondary users use the primary/licensed spectrum when the
transmission of primary base station is off or location awareness allows the secondary user to use the licensed
spectrum where the signal strength of primary base station is low or there is no primary receiver in the range of
secondary transmission so that the secondary transmission will not interfere the primary signal [4][8].
There are some challenges occurs during implementation of cognitive radio networks [6][7].
1.
2.
3.

The cognitive radio signals should not interfere with licensed users of spectrum.
The strength of the secondary transmission should be highest so that the secondary receiver can receive
signals properly.
If the cognitive radio transmitter/receiver is mobile then the communication becomes extremely
difficult.

Figure 1: Spectrum sharing with and without power control.
Power control is applied for avoiding the interference to the primary users but it has no guarantee of
quality of service to the secondary users. If the signal strength of secondary user is not enough for
communication then that channel may not having opportunity for cognitive radio communication.[1][2][3]
Figure 1 shows that when we transmit fixed power with no change then the transmitted signal interfere
the primary station (2nd image) but when the transmitted power of cognitive radio transmitter optimise then it
will not interfere the primary station(1st image).
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Table 1
NOTATION TABLE
Notation

Description

Θ1

Positioning angle of PRX

Θ2

Positioning angle of CRX

ΦCP

Angle between CRX and PRX

R1

Distance between PTX and CRX

R2

Distance between PTX and PRX

D12

Distance between PRX and CTX

D22

Distance between CTX and CRX

DCP

Distance between PRX and CRX

R

Decodable radius of PTX

WR

Receiving signal power

WCTX

Transmitting power of CTX

WPTX

Transmitting power of PTX

AT

Transmitting antenna gain

AR

Receiving antenna gain

LT

Height of transmitting antenna

LR

Height of receiving antenna

SIRPR

Signal to interference ratio for PRX

SIRCR

Signal to interference ratio for CRX

ᴪP

SIR thresholds for PRX

ᴪC

SIR thresholds for CRX
Path loss

RCONTX

II.

Radius of concurrent transmission

SYSTEM MODELING

The spectrum sharing scenario shown in figure 2, where star shows the primary transmitter and
diamond shape shows the primary receiver. Triangle shape and square are cognitive radio transmitter and
receiver. The CTX and CRX form adhoc network and use same spectrum band of primary network. Let us assume
that the PTX lies at the origon of the coordinates axies, and the primary receiver is fixed at its position. Assume
that the location of primary receiver and cognitive receiver is (R 2, θ1) and (R1, θ2). The PTX transmitter range is
R and distance between CRX and CTX is D22 and CTX and PRX is D12.
So the distance between PRX and CRX is
(1)
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Figure 2: System model layout of cognitive radio adhoc network using spectrum of primary spectrum.
The signal power received at receiving antenna is
(2)
For concurrent transmission the secondary user must satisfy signal to interference ratio requirements
for both PRX and CRX. The signal to interference thresholds is denoted by
and
for PRX and CRX. For the
concurrent transmission region the optimal power control problem formulated as follows.
To increase area of concurrent transmission region
(3)
(4)
(5)

Power Control Optimisation:Let us assume that the gain is unity for transmitting and receiving antenna. The path loss factor is same
for primary and secondary transmission [5][9]. Antenna heights are same. So the signal to interference ratio can
be written as
(6)

(7)
Since the signal to interference ratio must satisfy equation no. 3,4 and 5, we have
(8)

(9)
1st condition: - Eq. (8) and (9) means that the CTX can transmit the signal to CRX but subject to the condition that
the CTX must lies in the circle centred at CRX having radius eq. 8.
2nd condition: - The CTX must not enter in the circle centred at P RX with a radius eq. 9
There for the transmission region is concurrent at its maximum level when satisfies following equation.
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(10)
The optimal power of transmission can be derived by eq. 10. Let’s consider eq. 3,4,5 and solution of
10 not lie in allowed circles of receivers range. So we consider two cases. We have two functions of R 1 and
ΦCP.
(11)

(12)
G(R1, ΦCP)>0 The circle having centre PRX and CRX overlap each other then the W CTX can’t be
increased and it will not reach at optimizing stage.
J(R1, ΦCP)<0 Then both the circles not overlapped then the power will not optimize. Hence the optimal
power depends on R1 and ΦCP.
(13)
Algorithm for fixed CRX
Step 1: Refresh the present values of θ1, θ2, R1, R2.
Step 2: Find out values of D22, ΦCP, G(R1, ΦCP) and J(R1, ΦCP).
Step 3: If we find the following condition
G(R1, ΦCP) ≤ 0 ; J(R1, ΦCP) ≥ 0 and
D22 ≤ Maximum range of CTX.
At this stage we calculate the optimal power and cognitive radio transmitter transmit optimal power.
Step 4: Or If we find following another condition
J(R1, ΦCP) < 0 and
D22 ≤ Maximum range of CTX.
Then there will be no interference occurs between primary and secondary transmission. So at this stage
we can transmit with full power for increased data rate and quality of communication.
Step 5: Or If we find following another condition
G(R1, ΦCP) > 0
Then transmission is not possible. At this stage we can’t increase the transmission power desired level
of communication. So at this stage we have to stop transmission in this spectrum.
Power control for mobile CRX:If we consider mobility of CRX then due to mobility R1 and ΦCP also changes with change in position of
CRX. From fig 3 we consider the movement of CRX from X position to Y position. We assume that CTX is in
fixed position (R3, θ3) and CRX changes its position from (R1, θ2) with velocity
(14)
Here Z is speed and

is unit directional vector
(15)
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Figure 3: Transmission region variation with change the position of cognitive radio receiver.
So the polar coordinates of CRX written as
(16)
(17)
If CRX at its fixed position then the coordinates of CRX remains same hence the CTX transmits the
optimal power. But if the position of the CRX changed with time then the CRX send its new location coordinates
of CTX so that the CTX compute new optimal power for transmission.
Algorithm for moving CRX:Step 1: Refresh the present values of θ1, θ2,

, R2, R3, Z and

and Calculate R1, θ2, ΦCP and D22

Step 2: If we find the following condition
D22 ≤ Radius of concurrent transmission area
D22 ≤ Maximum range of CTX
At this stage the cognitive radio transmitter and receivers is in concurrent transmission area. So the
transmission power remains same.
Step 3: Otherwise we calculate
G(R1, ΦCP) and J(R1, ΦCP).
Step 4: If we find the following conditions
G(R1, ΦCP) ≤ 0 ; J(R1, ΦCP) ≥ 0 and
D22 ≤ Maximum range of CTX
At this stage we calculate the optimal power and find concurrent transmission radius and cognitive
radio transmitter transmit optimal power.
Step 5: Or if we find following conditions
J(R1, ΦCP) < 0 and
D22 ≤ Maximum range of CTX
Then there will be no interference occurs between primary and secondary transmissions. So at this stage
we can transmit with full power for increased data rate and quality of communication.
Step 6: Or If we find J(R1, ΦCP) > 0
Then transmission is not possible. At this stage we can’t increase the transmission power at desired
level of communication. So for this condition stop transmission in this spectrum.
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III.

RESULTS

Table 2
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
WPTX
110 kW
Minimum WCTX

2W

Maximum WCTX

90W

γ

4

ᴪC

2db

ᴪP

27db

Coordinates of PRX

(40km,5o)

Coordinates of CTX

(40km,70o)

Simulation Time

1500s

Figure 4: Power transmitted vs. concurrent transmission radius
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Figure 5: Optimal power transmitted at ΦCP is 70o
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Packet delivery ratio with power control algorithm
Consider path loss factor for primary and secondary transmission is 2 and 3, and the average speed of
cognitive radio receiver is 35m/s and standard deviation is 5db. As per results the data transmission is decreased
with increase in speed of CRX.

Packet delivery ratio
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Figure 6: Data transfer in packets when CRX moving at average speed 15m/s
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Figure 7: Data transfer in packets when CRX moving at average speed 25m/s
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Figure 8: Data transfer in packets when CRX moving at average speed 35m/s
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Figure 9: Data transfer in packets when CRX moving at average speed 45m/s
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As per results with increase in speed the packet delivery ratio decreases but on other hand if the
transmitter power increases the packet transmission have less effected and we get satisfactory results. If the
transmission power reaches to optimal power then data transmission is at its satisfactory higher value.

IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper transmission power control for cognitive radio transmitter is formulated for same
frequency spectrum of primary user. The designed algorithms are suitable for fixed and mobile cognitive radio
receivers and enhance the concurrent transmission area and improve the power transmission for quality of
service. The result shows the data transmission effectively improved during fixed and mobile cognitive radio
receivers due to optimized transmission power. In this paper we have consider only one cognitive radio adhoc
network and optimize its transmission power. For the future scope we can consider multiple cognitive radio
adhoc networks simultaneously for power optimization.
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